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Abstract
Objectives: Size-corrected tooth crown measurements were used to estimate phe-
netic affinities among Homo naledi (335–236 ka) and 11 other Plio-Pleistocene and
recent species. To assess further their efficacy, and identify dental evolutionary
trends, the data were then quantitatively coded for phylogenetic analyses. Results
from both methods contribute additional characterization of H. naledi relative to
other hominins.
Materials and Methods: After division by their geometric mean, scaled mesiodistal and
buccolingual dimensions were used in tooth size apportionment analysis to compare
H. naledi with Australopithecus africanus, A. afarensis, Paranthropus robustus, P. boisei,
H. habilis, H. ergaster, H. erectus, H. heidelbergensis, H. neanderthalensis, H. sapiens, and
Pan troglodytes. These data produce equivalently scaled samples unaffected by interspe-
cific size differences. The data were then gap-weighted for Bayesian inference.
Results: Congruence in interspecific relationships is evident between methods, and
with many inferred from earlier systematic studies. However, the present results
place H. naledi as a sister taxon to H. habilis, based on a symplesiomorphic pattern of
relative tooth size. In the preferred Bayesian phylogram, H. naledi is nested within a
clade comprising all Homo species, but it shares some characteristics with
australopiths and, particularly, early Homo.
Discussion: Phylogenetic analyses of relative tooth size yield information about evo-
lutionary dental trends not previously reported in H. naledi and the other hominins.
Moreover, with an appropriate model these data recovered plausible evolutionary
relationships. Together, the findings support recent study suggesting H. naledi origi-
nated long before the geological date of the Dinaledi Chamber, from which the speci-
mens under study were recovered.
K E YWORD S
fossil hominins, gap-weighting, inhibitory cascade model, probabilistic phylogenetics, tooth
size apportionment
1 | INTRODUCTION
In this study, relative tooth size of Homo naledi (Berger et al., 2015),
335–236 ka (Dirks et al., 2017) and other Plio-Pleistocene and
recent hominin species are described and compared. It builds on prior
work using tooth size apportionment (TSA) analysis to estimate phe-
netic affinities among several African species, including
Australopithecus sediba, recent humans, and Pan troglodytes (Irish
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et al., 2016). In TSA, the unit of study is the complete permanent den-
tition, rather than individual mesiodistal (MD) and buccolingual
(BL) crown dimensions. These lengths and widths are first size
corrected (below), to yield equivalently scaled samples, for submission
to principal components analysis. Statistically, uncorrelated factor
scores are used to place samples on axes of a scatterplot to visualize
how crown size is differentially distributed, or apportioned, within the
tooth rows. Because TSA is useful for comparing human individuals
and groups (Harris, 1997, 1998; Harris & Bailit, 1988; Harris &
Rathbun, 1991; Hemphill et al., 1992; Irish & Hemphill, 2001; Irish &
Kenyhercz, 2013; Lukacs & Hemphill, 1993), which on an intraspecific
level exhibit minimal variation, the technique was projected to be
particularly effective when comparing more discernible interspecific
differences of our hominin ancestors. This prediction was proven to
be correct. The grouping of species (Irish et al., 2016) included in
other, albeit, cladistic studies (Smith & Grine, 2008; Strait et al., 1997;
Strait & Grine, 2004) is comparable, as are the affinities of A. sediba
(Berger et al., 2010; Dembo et al., 2015, 2016; Irish et al.,
2013, 2014).
As such, the initial intent here was to simply undertake an equi-
valent TSA analysis to dentally characterize H. naledi, estimate inter-
specific relationships, and assess its taxonomic classification. Earlier
studies based on characters across the skeleton supported its inclu-
sion in the genus Homo, but as a distinct member (Berger et al., 2015;
Thackeray, 2015; Dembo et al., 2016; Irish et al., 2018; also see
Holloway et al., 2018; Davies et al., 2020). A phenetic approach was
deemed as most appropriate because continuous odontometric data
do not lend themselves well to standard cladistic analyses; that is,
they are typically reduced to a few ratios or crown areas qualitatively
discretized into two or more states, along with other morphological
characters (Berger et al., 2010; Strait & Grine, 2004). Of course,
this same strategy applies to all continuous data with traditional
phylogenetic analyses (Felsenstein, 2004; Parins-Fukuchi, 2018a,
2018b; Pimentcl & Riggins, 1987; Poe & Wiens, 2000; Pogue &
Mickevich, 1990; Stevens, 1991; Thiele, 1993; Wiens, 1995), when
they are not excluded entirely (Garcia-Cruz & Sosa, 2006; Poe &
Wiens, 2000).
Yet, the benefits of continuous data, including more objective
recording through standardized measurements, among others (below),
encourage their use with phylogenetic inference. Recently, applicable
models have been employed to analyze such data directly
(e.g., Parins-Fukuchi, 2018a, 2018b; below), but a more established
strategy is to apply one of several quantitative coding techniques.
Some of these, to boost phylogenetic signal over qualitative dis-
cretizing, can return up to 30 states (Felsenstein, 2004; Garcia-Cruz &
Sosa, 2006; Jones & Butler, 2018; Wiens, 2001). In reality, all morpho-
logical characters are “fundamentally quantitative,” and in the present
study they are treated as such (Wiens, 2001:689; Felsenstein, 2004;
Schols et al., 2004), through the oft-used gap-weighted coding
method (Garcia-Cruz & Sosa, 2006; Goloboff et al., 2006; Schols
et al., 2004; Thiele, 1993).
Therefore, analyses of H. naledi, nine other African and Eurasian
Plio-Pleistocene hominin species, two samples of recent African
H. sapiens, and Pan troglodytes proceed as follows. First, TSA analysis
was used to estimate interspecific affinities with the continuous,
scaled MD and BL dimensions. Second, given the demonstrated utility
of this technique, it was decided to investigate further how these
scaled data differ and distinguish among species. To do so, gap-
weighted data were used in Bayesian inference under a Mkv
(Lewis, 2001) or “standard discrete (morphology)” model (Huelsenbeck
& Ronquist, 2001; Ronquist & Huelsenbeck, 2003; Ronquist et al.,
2020:133). The results identify effects of presumed evolutionary
trends on relative tooth size across species, beyond that previously
reported. Moreover, with the appropriate parameters, these data
can also recover plausible phylogenetic relationships. Finally, results
from TSA and Bayesian analyses, in reference to prior studies,
provide additional morphological characterization of H. naledi
relative to the other species.
2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 | The samples and their data sources
The H. naledi sample consists of 122 dental specimens from the
Dinaledi Chamber of the Rising Star cave system, with mean MD and
BL measurements in the present analyses from Berger et al. (2015).
These fossils are directly linked to the 335–236 ka geological age
(Dirks et al., 2017). Nine comparative Plio-Pleistocene samples were
chosen based on two criteria. First, they provide a cross section of the
three principal later hominin genera, though with an emphasis on
Homo. Second, while analyses of individual hominins can be approxi-
mated using “meta-individuals” comprised of modern humans with
complete dentitions (Irish et al., 2016:401), all samples have multiple
MD and BL measurements for each tooth; this yields the most accu-
rate means to reduce issues related to very small sample sizes. Thus,
Kenyanthropus platyops, A. sediba, P. aethiopicus, H. rudolfensis, and
H. floresiensis, among others with 0–1 observations for one or more
teeth were not included. Mean data for six African samples are
the same as in the prior TSA study (Irish et al., 2016). They are A.
africanus (n = 307 total teeth), A. afarensis (n = 271), Paranthropus
robustus (n = 377), P. boisei (n = 172), H. habilis (n = 93), and H.
ergaster (n = 260). The H. habilis sample is small because it only com-
prises specimens from the species or, more broadly, the “1813
group” (Anton et al., 2014: 1236828–2), excluding H. rudolfensis or
those of questioned attribution (e.g., KNM-ER 1482, 1590) (Anton
et al., 2014; Joordens et al., 2013). Regarding H. ergaster (African
H. erectus) few anterior teeth have been found in Africa, so MD and
BL means again include data in 38 crowns from Dmanisi attributed
to this species (Lordkipanidze et al., 2013; Martinon-Torres
et al., 2008; Rightmire & Lordkipanidze, 2010). The non-African sam-
ples include H. erectus (n = 588) [data compiled for present study (SI
Table S1) in Weidenreich, 1937, 1945; Wu & Chia, 1954;
Jacob, 1973; Bermúdez de Castro, 1986; Wood, 1991; Wu &
Poirier, 1995; Kaifu et al., 2005; Zaim et al., 2011; Xing et al., 2018],
H. heidelbergensis (n = 789), and H. neanderthalensis (n = 821 teeth).
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Mean MD and BL data for the latter two are from Berger
et al. (2015), with information provided therein.
Representing H. sapiens are two samples of recent North
(n = 20,674 teeth, 1412 individuals) and sub-Saharan Africans
(n = 15,948, 822 inds.), recorded by the first author (Irish, 1993,
2000, 2005, 2006, 2008, 2010). Finally, to emphasize among-species
taxonomic variation (Mahler, 1973) and illustrate the methodological
efficacy of the phenetic analyses, while serving as the root in phyloge-
netic inference, the same Pan troglodytes data (n = 924 teeth, 70 indi-
viduals) used before are included (Irish et al., 2016).
2.2 | Odontometric measurements
For both H. sapiens samples, crown dimensions were recorded with
needlepoint calipers accurate to 0.05 mm following Moorrees and
Reed (1964). If antimeric pairs in an individual were present, mean
MD and BL measurements were calculated; if only the right or left
tooth remained, it was recorded, for up to 16 measurements in each
isomere and 32 per dentition. For the other samples, measurements
were reviewed for conformity to facilitate data compatibility, though
inter-observer error obviously could not be tested.
Commonly in previous hominin studies, notably phylogenetic
analyses, the genetic contribution of characters is often assumed but
was not, or cannot, be estimated. This is an important point because
if at least some characters lack a genetic basis, the results can be
misleading (Wiens & Hillis, 1996). In modern humans narrow-sense
heritability of MD and BL diameters was found to be high, in some
cases h2 > 0.8 (Alvesalo & Tigerstedt, 1974; Baydaş et al., 2005;
Dempsey et al., 1995; Dempsey & Townsend, 2001; Hlusko
et al., 2002; Kieser, 1990; Rizk et al., 2008; Townsend et al., 2003;
Townsend & Brown, 1980). Recently, an association between body
size and BL diameters was indicated (Hlusko et al., 2016), and a
study of just MD diameters returned a lower h2 of 0.51—though
reproductive isolation and socioeconomic stress in the population
sampled and small samples may have affected the value (per
Stojanowski et al., 2017). Heritability of the scaled dental data has
also not been assessed directly, but it should parallel the original MD
and BL dimensions, given the correlation between datasets in the
present study (r = 0.93, p = 0.00). At any rate, the h2 value in Plio-
Pleistocene hominins cannot be known. However, based on the
above findings the prospect of relatively high heritability is, at a mini-
mum, encouraging to estimate phenetic affinities and a phylogeny of
characters from simple crown measurements readily available in the
literature.
2.3 | TSA analysis
TSA analysis entails submitting a correlation matrix of data to principal
components analysis (PCA), with the resulting uncorrelated compo-
nents used to identify patterning of inter-tooth relationships. How-
ever, because this study is inter- rather than intraspecific in focus, the
methodology of previous TSA research (Harris, 1997, 1998; Harris &
Bailit, 1988; Harris & Rathbun, 1991; Hemphill, 2016b; Hemphill
et al., 1992; Irish & Hemphill, 2001; Lukacs & Hemphill, 1993) was
tailored to address the substantial tooth size differences, for example,
Paranthropus versus Pan (Irish et al., 2016). Like all skeletal measure-
ments, odontometric data can be divided into: (1) (absolute) size and
(2) shape (relative size) (Penrose, 1954; Rahman, 1962; Corruccini,
1973; Harris and Harris, 2007; Townsend et al., 2009; Irish
et al., 2016). So a corrective technique in Jungers et al. (1995:145)
they termed “DM_RAW,” from Darroch and Mosimann (1985), was
used to minimize size effects (also Collard & Wood, 2000) that domi-
nate the first principal component, contra residual scores commonly
used in modern human studies (Harris, 1997; Hemphill et al., 1992).
The geometric mean (GM) is computed as the nth root of the product
for all n dimensions (x) per case. Each dimension is divided by this
mean (x/GM) for an average of 1.0 across the sample rows. Scaling
“cancels out size differences by giving each [sample] the same average
character state or magnitude over all the measurements taken on it”
(Corruccini, 1973:747).
Data description was undertaken prior to submitting the correla-
tion matrix of 32 DM_RAW-scaled mean MD and BL measurements
to PCA. Group component scores were plotted in three dimensions to
visualize phenetic variation using SPSS Ver. 26.0. Ideally, TSA analyses
would be conducted with samples divided by sex, although this strat-
egy was not followed in the aforementioned modern human compari-
sons. The reason is that, while sexual dimorphism may be a factor in
absolute crown size differences between males and females in a
common population (though see Harris, 2003), relative tooth size
within the dentitions is unaffected (Harris & Rathbun, 1991;
Hemphill, 2016b; Hemphill et al., 1992). Like heritability, the same
cannot be claimed for Plio-Pleistocene species with significant differ-
ences in body size between the sexes. Regardless, it is out of neces-
sity, including an inability to determine sex in most hominin
specimens, considerable missing data, and a need to maximize sample
sizes, that all specimens and individuals were pooled by species for
analysis.
2.4 | Bayesian phylogenetic inference
Probabilistic or statistical methods to infer phylogenies, including
Bayesian inference, are seeing increased use over nonprobabilistic
methods like maximum parsimony. The reasons include methodologi-
cal consistency, the ability to estimate branch lengths and evolution-
ary rates and, basically, better performance in genetic and
morphological cases (Felsenstein, 2004; Lee et al., 2014; Wright
and Hillis, 2014; EC.Europa.EU, 2016; Nascimento et al., 2017;
Parins-Fukuchi, 2018a, 2018b; Guillerme & Brazeau, 2018). Indeed,
the “.. . inconsistency of parsimony has been the strongest challenge
to its use,” although it works well with very large datasets to compare
recently derived species (Felsenstein, 2004:121; EC.Europa.
EU, 2016). The theories behind, overviews of, and techniques con-
cerning Bayesian inference in parameter estimation are covered
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thoroughly in the preceding references, and have been discussed in
prior hominin studies (Dembo et al., 2016; Mongle et al., 2019). Addi-
tional, pertinent information is provided here in describing the analyti-
cal progression.
Phylogenies were inferred from quantitatively coded versions of
DM_RAW-scaled data with, as noted, a Mkv model. These 32 scaled
dimensions were gap-weighted using Thiele's (1993) method in Mor-
phoCode 1.1 (Schols et al., 2004). It generates a data matrix, with the
order and dispersal of means determined for each morphological char-
acter, and then converted to “ordered, multistate characters where
the distance between means is represented by the distance between
ordered character states” (Thiele, 1993; Wiens, 2001; Schols
et al., 2004:2). This matrix of coded scaled data, in Nexus format, was
submitted to MrBayes 3.2.7 (Huelsenbeck & Ronquist, 2001; Ronquist
et al., 2020; Ronquist & Huelsenbeck, 2003) using the maximum num-
ber of states allowed by the program (see below).
Given the vast range of parameters, the aim was to begin simply,
with a rooted strict-clock model and default, “so-called flat, uninfor-
mative, or vague [prior] distributions” (Felsenstein, 2004; EC.Europa.
EU;, 2016; Ronquist et al., 2020:91). The latter are suggested to base
the posterior distributions principally on the data—to establish their
contribution (Ronquist et al., 2020; though see Felsenstein, 2004;
Nascimento et al., 2017). From this, more complex parameters were
added in a series of analyses. Of these, two relaxed-clock models rep-
resentative of this progression are discussed: one basic and the other
with many constraints, calibrations, and additional priors. All entail
Bayesian molecular clock methods to estimate divergence among taxa
(Hedges & Kumar, 2009; Nascimento et al., 2017).
Each model was analyzed using Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) simulation with the Metropolis algorithm (EC.Europa.
EU;, 2016; Felsenstein, 2004; Nascimento et al., 2017; Ronquist
et al., 2020). Because the dataset is not large MrBayes default run
values were used, with an increase in generations if needed. Two con-
current but independent analyses beginning with different random
trees were run for 1,000,000 generations, with a sampling frequency
of 500 to yield 2000 samples, and diagnostics calculated every 5000
generations. Runs consisted of one cold and three heated chains, with
a 25% burn-in of samples from the cold chain so it could settle into its
equilibrium distribution. This process allowed expedient calculation of
convergence diagnostics to assess if a representative sample of trees
resulted from the posterior probability distribution.
Established diagnostics used for the gap-weighted scaled data
include: (1) standard deviation of split frequencies ≤0.01, (2) potential
scale reduction factor (PSRF) of 1.0 for all parameters, and (3) aver-
age effective sample sizes (ESS) of >200 (EC.Europa.EU, 2016;
Felsenstein, 2004; Guillerme & Brazeau, 2018; Huelsenbeck &
Ronquist, 2001; Nascimento et al., 2017; Ronquist et al., 2020;
Ronquist & Huelsenbeck, 2003). If cut-offs were not met, the genera-
tion number was increased until minimums were achieved or
exceeded, to yield similar trees from the independent runs. Finally, a
cladogram with posterior probabilities, a.k.a. clade credibility values,
and a phylogram with mean branch lengths were produced. Trees
were rendered with FigTree 1.1.4. Related diagnostics include
posterior probabilities to determine final tree number, where 1.0
specifies one tree (Ronquist et al., 2020).
The three clock analyses described here share several initial priors
particular to the quantitatively coded data type [full parameter list in
SI Table S2]. For state frequencies a symmetric dirichlet distribution
fixed to infinity was used to correspond to the assumption of no tran-
sition rate asymmetry across sites (Ronquist et al., 2020). Coding bias
was variable and type ordered, as necessary for the gap-weighted
continuous data, where it is assumed evolution between states moves
through intermediate states (0 < ! 1 < ! 2) (Felsenstein, 2004).
MrBayes can handle 10 character states (0–9) if unordered, but only
six if ordered (Ronquist et al., 2020). Therefore, states of 0–5 were
calculated for each of the 32 scaled characters in Morphocode 1.1 for
the input matrix.
First, for the strict-clock analysis (SI Table S2), a clock parameter
was specified for branch lengths type, with a uniform prior and a fixed
clock rate. Constant rates of evolution are assumed among taxa,
where branch tips are presumed to be the same age (EC.Europa.
EU, 2016; Felsenstein, 2004; Pybus, 2006; Ronquist et al., 2020). This
approach is preferred for analyzing the same species with similar
molecular evolution rates (Felsenstein, 2004), which cannot be
assumed for the present hominin taxa.
Second, a basic relaxed-clock analysis (SI Table S2) was con-
ducted. A model of this type is suggested for different species,
because it can incorporate a prior distribution of evolutionary rates
that vary among taxa and branches of a phylogeny (Felsenstein, 2004;
Pybus, 2006). Like the strict-clock a relaxed-clock model is rooted, but
information on root position is weaker. Therefore, following standard
protocol a tree topology constraint was introduced to exclude Pan
and force all other taxa into a monophyletic ingroup. The key change
was to “’relax’ the strict clock assumption” with an independent
gamma rates (IGR) model of continuous uncorrelated variation across
lineages (Ronquist et al., 2020:60). A related prior is a standard expo-
nential rate of variance in effective branch lengths over time.
Third, a second relaxed-clock analysis (see SI Table S2) incorpo-
rated two important additions: (1) calibration node dating with a uni-
form prior of 6–8 Ma for the root, Pan, to designate the chimp/
hominin split (Amster & Sella, 2016; Langergraber et al., 2012;
Steiper & Seiffert, 2012), and (2) tip dating, where node depths are
constrained by calibrating hominins with a fixed prior of maximum
ages. The approach follows Dembo et al. (2016:20), with minor differ-
ences in first appearance dates (FAD) versus theirs based on “the
oldest dates associated with the specimens.” The FADs used are:
A. africanus at 3.0 Ma (Herries et al., 2013); A. afarensis, 3.6
(Du et al., 2020; White et al., 2006); P. robustus, 2.0 (Herries and
Adams, 2013; Gibbon et al., 2014); P. boisei, 2.3 (Wood &
Lonergan, 2008); H. habilis, 2.4 (Spoor et al., 2015); H. ergaster, 1.9
(Du et al., 2018, 2020); H. erectus, 1.8 (Du et al., 2020; Wood &
Lonergan, 2008); H. heidelbergensis, 0.6 (Wood & Lonergan, 2008);
H. neanderthalensis, 0.2 (Devièse et al., 2017; Wood &
Lonergan, 2008); H. sapiens, 0.315 (Richter et al., 2017). For H. naledi
0.335 ka (Dirks et al., 2017) was used, with the caveat that it applies
to the Dinaledi chamber, and not necessarily the species' FAD.
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Three other notable changes were made to this model. First, a
gamma distribution was substituted for the rates prior (also used by
Dembo et al., 2016), to accommodate rate variation across sites
(EC. Europa.EU, 2016; Kuhner & Felsenstein, 1994; Ronquist
et al., 2020). Second, the clock rate default prior, which measures
node age as the number of expected substitutions per site, was
swapped for a normal distribution to calibrate the tree in millions of
years. A mean of 0.2 and a standard deviation of 0.02 designated that
this distribution be truncated at 0, to yield positive values (Ronquist
et al., 2020; Ronquist & Huelsenbeck, 2003). Third, a fossilized
birth-death (FBD) prior with random sampling was substituted for the
uniform branch lengths default (Ronquist et al., 2020). A standard
birth-death prior (e.g., Dembo et al., 2016) is often used with dating
and root constraints (Nascimento et al., 2017; Ronquist et al., 2020).
However, the FBD is most appropriate for clock trees with calibrated
external nodes (i.e., fossils) and if both extinct and extant species are
included (Stadler, 2010; Heath et al., 2014; Heath, 2015; Stadler
et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2016; Ronquist et al., 2020). This prior
describes the probability of tree and fossil data conditional on a num-
ber of birth-death parameters (SI Table S2), including speciation with
branching (i.e., birth), extinction (death), and fossil preservation and
recovery (sampling).
Finally, all clock models were compared by calculating Bayes fac-
tors (B12) from the marginal likelihoods that result when substituting
the MCMC with the stepping-stone (ss) method (Xie et al., 2011).
These factors represent the Bayesian equivalent of hypothesis testing
to, in this case, select among the resulting topologies (Kass &
Raftery, 1995). To calculate Bayes factors MCMC generation number
was increased by a factor of 10 (Ronquist et al., 2020). The difference
between logarithms of the marginal likelihoods was doubled [2*loge
(B12)], where a product of 0–2 indicates “not worth more than a bare
mention,” 2–6 is “positive,” 6–10 is “strong,” and >10 is “very strong”
evidence against or for model 1 (Mod1) versus model 2 (Mod2)
(Kass & Raftery, 1993, 1995:777; Ronquist et al., 2020).
2.5 | Character independence
Before proceeding some mention of trait correlation is in order. In TSA
analysis, statistical correlation of continuous data is negated with PCA,
for example, r ≥ 0.5 was returned in 23.5% of the 496 pairwise compar-
isons of MD and BL dimensions among the 13 samples. However, for
phylogenetic analyses character independence is a critical assumption
that, if violated, is expected to bias results (Billet & Bardin, 2019;
Farris, 1983; Felsenstein, 2004; Gomez-Robles & Polly, 2012;
Guillerme & Brazeau, 2018; Kay, 2015; Klingenberg, 2014;
Kluge, 1989; O'Leary & Geisler, 1999; Strait & Grine, 2004). One
potential source is character choice and coding (descriptively redun-
dant, different parts of same feature described, etc.), although this too
can be addressed (Strait & Grine, 2004: Guillerme & Brazeau, 2018).
Most confounding is evolutionary correlation, said to predominantly
affect morphological characters (though see Parins-Fukuchi, 2018a),
whether coded qualitatively or quantitatively (Wiens, 2001). It may
relate to genetic linkage, similar selection pressures, pleiotropy, and
structural and/or organismal integration (e.g., Adams & Felice, 2014;
Felsenstein, 2004; Gomez-Robles & Polly, 2012; Guillerme &
Brazeau, 2018; Hlusko & Mahaney, 2009; Klingenberg, 2014;
Maddison, 2000; O'Leary & Geisler, 1999; Strait & Grine, 2004).
Evolutionary correlation can be investigated a posteriori through
the phylogenetic hypotheses (Guillerme & Brazeau, 2018). Other-
wise, with exception (below), effects on inference cannot be verified
or addressed, especially with fossil taxa (Billet & Bardin, 2019;
Felsenstein, 2004; Guillerme & Brazeau, 2018; O'Leary &
Geisler, 1999). The same goes for possible homoplasy, another effect
assumed inherent with morphological data—that nonetheless is a
necessity when analyzing fossils (Kay, 2015; Wiens, 2001). A likely
source of evolutionary correlation of particular relevance here is
morphological integration (Billet & Bardin, 2019; Gomez-Robles &
Polly, 2012; Klingenberg, 2014; Strait & Grine, 2004). It cannot be
claimed that the DM-scaled dimensions of serially homologous teeth
are an exception. Indeed, while incisors may be genetically indepen-
dent from posterior teeth, at least in baboons (Hlusko &
Mahaney, 2009), integration was found to affect crown shape in the
postcanine dentition (Gomez-Robles & Polly, 2012); certain regions
are affected more than others, including the mandibular dentition
(relative to the maxillary), molars (vs. premolars), and UM3 and LP3.
To address this lack of independence one suggested strategy is to
merge dental observations into a few or one character, that is, “com-
posite coding” (Billet & Bardin, 2019:268); however, doing so risks
unverified a priori dismissal of phylogenetic signal (O'Leary &
Geisler, 1999). And, given that the most substantial size variance
occurs among tooth types (Harris, 2003), it would preclude exploring
relative size variation among species in this study via phylogenetic
inference.
Whatever the case, prospective issues with the present data are
likely mitigated by Bayesian inference, said to be less affected by charac-
ter correlation than parsimony, notably when comparing relatively few
taxa (Guillerme & Brazeau, 2018). Also, this factor may not be as challeng-
ing for phylogenetic reconstruction as generally presumed (Adams &
Felice, 2014; Parins-Fukuchi, 2018a). Evolutionary correlation is expected
in closely related species, and vice versa (Felsenstein, 1985; Lajeunesse &
Fox, 2015; Martins & Hansen, 1997). Simply put, the dilemma is that the
question of correlation cannot be answered if the true phylogeny is not
known, and the phylogeny cannot be reconstructed without knowing the
answer (Felsenstein, 2002; P.D. Polly, personal communication, 2021).
Therefore, like with any characters—qualitative or quantitative—a prag-
matic approach (above) is to consider the plausibility, or the lack thereof,
of the resulting phylogenies a posteriori.
3 | RESULTS
3.1 | Descriptive and TSA analyses
Mean MD and BL dimensions of H. naledi and the 12 other samples,
with total number of teeth from which each were calculated, are
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provided in Table 1. Maxillary and mandibular crown surface areas
(MD x BL) were also determined and plotted (Figures 1 and 2). These
are crude estimates of actual areas (Garn et al., 1977; Hemphill,
2016a), but can be useful indicators of absolute dental size variation
among species (e.g., Evans et al., 2016; and below). For both
isomeres, H. naledi is in the bottom half of the graphs among others
of its assigned genus, about halfway between small-toothed
H. sapiens and larger-toothed H. habilis. Homo naledi incisors and
canines are comparable in crown area to those of H. sapiens, but the
posterior teeth, especially P3, P4, M2, and M3 trend more toward
other Homo species, except for H. habilis (compare individual mea-
surements in Table 1).
The DM-scaled MD and BL dimensions are listed in Table 2. Com-
pared with Table 1 the result of scaling is clear. For example, North
African H. sapiens and Pan have the same UM1 MD diameter of
10.4 mm (Table 1), but the respective scaled values are 1.27 and 1.06
(Table 2). On the other hand, North African H. sapiens and P. boisei
share a corrected LM1 MD value of 1.38 (Table 2), yet the absolute
dimensions are 11.2 and 15.5 mm (Table 2). The effect of correction
can be visualized by submitting the original and scaled data to
UPGMA cluster analysis (Sokal & Sneath, 1963; SI Section S1). The
former data yield two major size based clusters (SI Figure S1). The first
comprises six ‘large’-toothed species near the top of Figures 1 and 2
that, when summing all crown areas by sample, range between
1813 mm2 for H. ergaster and 2483 total mm2 for P. boisei. The
second cluster, based on the UPGMA results and a “natural” break
between Asian and African H. erectus (ergaster) evident in a bar graph
of summed sample sizes (SI Figure S2), contains the seven “small”-
toothed samples; the latter is at the bottom of Figures 1 and 2, with
Pan troglodytes grouped among recent Homo taxa. Total crown areas
range from 1154 for North African H. sapiens to 1638 mm2 in
H. erectus (SI Figure S2). In contrast, a dendrogram of DM-scaled
values (SI Figure S3) more closely follows accepted phylogenies
though, based on phenetic similarity, exceptions occur including: (1) a
separate Paranthropus cluster, (2) H. ergaster and H. erectus in different
clusters and, as pertinent to this study, (3) H. naledi and H. habilis
linked together among other African species dated 3.6 to 1.9 Ma (dis-
cussed below).
For TSA analysis the correlation matrix of DM_RAW-scaled data
was submitted to PCA. Un-rotated factor scores from the first three
components with eigenvalues >1 were used to plot sample variation.
Component loadings, eigenvalues, individual variance, and total
variance explained, 90.7%, are listed in Table 3. The loadings are also
presented as bar graphs (SI Figures S4–S6) to visualize those of the
greatest importance in driving variation on axes of the scatterplot
(Figure 3). By interpreting this output it can be determined how
crown size is differentially apportioned or distributed along the
maxillary and mandibular tooth rows, to compare variation in inter-
specific patterning.
As expected, the first component accounts for the most varia-
tion, 74.3%, which identifies the primary difference in relative intra-
specific tooth size, and the longest branch in the subsequent
phylogenies (Polly et al., 2013; below). Like the first TSA hominin
study (Irish et al., 2016), the Paranthropus pattern of megadont
posterior and diminutive anterior teeth is evident. Except for the
DM-scaled BL dimension of the UM1, 0.478, and scaled MD of the
LP3, 0.217 (Table 3; SI Figure S4), strong loadings of 0.541–0.964
indicate relatively large cheek teeth in both isomeres; this influence
pushed P. boisei and P. robustus toward the positive end of the
PC1-axis (Figure 3). The first exception, the DM-scaled UM1 BL
dimension with a lower loading of 0.541 for the scaled MD, marks
the extreme M1 < M2 < M3 size progression in this genus. The
second exception, the negative loading for DM-scaled LP3 MD, is
more a function of the sectorial premolar in Pan near the opposite
end of the axis. Otherwise, the latter species' location is driven by
loadings of 0.786 to 0.978 for relatively large I1, I2, and C in both
maxilla and mandible. The remaining samples plot between these
two extremes. The stimulus for this distribution is apparent in
Table 2, where except for UM1 and LM1, the Paranthropus taxa have
the largest size-corrected posterior diameters, especially compared
to Pan. The opposite holds for anterior teeth; Pan has the largest
scaled diameters, and P. boisei and P. robustus the smallest.
The second component accounts for 11.6% of the variance, with
samples separated by differences in the molar class. As implied on
component 1, the maxillary and mandibular first molars are responsi-
ble. In Table 3 (and SI Figure S5), DM-scaled MD and BL values for
the UM1 are strongly negative, 0.645 and  0.854. Loadings for
the LM1 are moderately (0.0480) and strongly (0.656) negative.
Thus, M1s in both isomeres of the lowest scoring samples on the
PC2-axis are large relative to the M2s and M3s, to explain why most
Homo species group at the farthest, negative end (Figure 3). In par-
ticular, H. sapiens exhibits the typical M1 > M2 > M3 gradient,
evidenced by size-corrected MD and BL dimensions for UM1 and
LM1 (Table 2); this stands in contrast to the australopith samples
near the positive end of the PC2-axis. This patterning likely reflects
size effects of the inhibitory cascade model discerned in hominins
(Evans et al., 2016; and below); yet, a closer inspection of the load-
ings also suggests shape differences, where samples toward the pos-
itive end of the axis have larger scaled MD than BL diameters for
M2s and M3s, unlike those at the negative end. A more obvious
factor is the loading 0.846 for the DM-scaled MD of the LP3 (above);
it drives Pan toward the positive end, and affects H. naledi, with the
latter's slightly greater DM-scaled MD (0.99) dimension than
BL (0.96) (Table 2). Again, values are relative to those of the full den-
tition, as seen by less variation in the actual MD (9.0 mm) and BL
(8.8 mm) LP3 dimensions in H. naledi (Table 1). Though sample
size must be considered, also note the identical MD and BL dimen-
sions for this tooth (10 mm) in H. habilis contra all remaining Homo
species.
Finally, component 3 accounts for only 4.9% of the variation.
There are no strong loadings, though several are moderate (j0.3–0.4j)
(Table 3; SI Figure S6). Low scoring samples on the PC3-axis, such as
H. naledi and H. habilis, are there in part because of: (1) larger DM-
scaled MD (0.304) relative to BL dimensions for the UI1, (2) larger

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IRISH AND GRABOWSKI 7
DM-scaled MD (0.402) relative to BL for the UM1, and (3) larger
DM-scaled MD (0.390) relative to BL for LI2 than other species.
These teeth may be characterized as relatively long and narrow. Near
the top of the axis samples have a contrary pattern, while the DM-
scaled MD dimension of the LM1 (0.310) and BL dimension of LP3
(0.390) are also involved (see Table 2).
F IGURE 1 Line plot showing tooth-by-
tooth trends in absolute occlusal surface
areas of the maxillary dentition in mm2 by
sample. Line colors and format apply
loosely to genus (e.g., Figures 3, 6, SI
Figure S2), but are primarily used to
differentiate samples. See text for sample
compositions
F IGURE 2 Line plot showing tooth-
by-tooth trends in absolute occlusal
surface areas of the mandibular dentition
in mm2 by sample. Line colors and format
apply loosely to genus (e.g., Figures 3, 6, SI
Figure S2), but are primarily used to
differentiate samples. See text for sample
compositions
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3.2 | Bayesian phylogenetic inference
The strict-clock cladogram (SI Figure S7) is nearly identical to the
abovementioned UPGMA dendrogram (SI Figure S3). This is unsur-
prising, given the model (as above) assumes constant evolution rates
and age among taxa, to yield phylogenies based largely on overall sim-
ilarity. Again, the Paranthropus sister taxa are an outgroup to two
larger hominin clades. The first contains African-only species, but with
a polytomous node for daughter taxa A. afarensis, A. africanus,
H. ergaster and H. naledi/H. habilis—which are again sister taxa. The
second large clade comprises the five recent Homo samples. As
before, H. ergaster and H. erectus are separated, in conflict with con-
ventional interpretations of a single lineage. These three main clades
also match groupings in the Figure 3 ordination. Clade credibility
values, 52.3–100%, indicate the proportion of trees in the MCMC
sample having these clades. The lowest is for the node between
H. erectus and sister taxa H. heidelbergensis and H. neanderthalensis.
The highest identifies four nodes: (1) Pan and the rest, (2) both Para-
nthropus species, (3) the latter and all others, and (4) both H. sapiens
samples. The remaining values, 55.7–97.8%, include 75.4% for
H. habilis/H. naledi. Posterior probabilities diagnostics indicate, among
others (SI Table S3), a final tree number of 1.0, to provide support for
a single tree, and a marginal likelihood of 617.48.
An MCMC run of 2,000,000 generations was necessary for the
basic relaxed-clock analysis to achieve a standard deviation of split
frequencies <0.01 (SI Table S3); this value indicates that similar trees
from each run and a representative sample from the posterior proba-
bility were obtained. The marginal likelihood of 606.66, subtracted
from that of the strict-clock and doubled [2*loge(B12)] yielded a prod-
uct of 21.64, meaning that, based on Bayes factor comparisons, this
model is strongly favored over the first. In line with accepted phyloge-
netic hypotheses, the Paranthropus sister taxa now form a clade with
A. africanus, within the large hominin clade of African-only species as
above (SI Figure S8). Clade credibility values are higher, 64.4–100%.
The lowest identifies the node between H. sapiens and the other more
recent Homo species. It is 75.9% for sister taxa H. habilis and H. naledi,
87.4% between the early Homo and four australopiths from the
African-only clade, and 87.9% for H. heidelbergensis/H.
neanderthalensis. The rest are 100%. Nevertheless, the maximum a
posteriori tree is unresolved with two polytomies, one at the base of
the five recent Homo samples, and the second linking A. afarensis,
H. ergaster, and H. naledi/H. habilis sister taxa.
Finally, the dated relaxed-clock analysis using the fossilized birth-
death (FBD) branch lengths and gamma rates priors produced the fully
resolved phylogram in Figure 4 (SI Table S3), after a run of 3,000,000
generations. Rate variation is demonstrated by branch lengths relative
to the first appearance dates. Australopithecus afarensis is an outgroup
to the other hominins, and all Homo species form a clade separate
from the australopiths with a 69.4% credibility value. Other values
include 74.2% between H. ergaster and H. erectus, in line with conven-
tional views of a single lineage, and 88.1–100% for the seven
remaining nodes, with H. habilis/H. naledi at 90.1%. Posterior probabil-
ities diagnostics again indicate a single tree, and the marginal
likelihood is 600.94. With Bayes factor criteria for ‘very strong’ evi-
dence a product of >10 (Kass & Raftery, 1995; Ronquist et al., 2020),
those between this model and the other two (Mod1 and Mod2) are,
respectively, 33.08 and 11.44. This dated relaxed-clock model is
deemed the best in terms of the tree topology, in that it provides the
most likely a posteriori hypothesis (Kass & Raftery, 1995).
TABLE 3 Loadings, eigenvalues, and the variance explained for
the first three principal components based on size corrected maxillary
and mandibular measurements in the 13 samples
Variable Component
1 2 3
DM_MDUI1 0.918 0.027 0.304
DM_MDUI2 0.786 0.441 0.098
DM_MDUC 0.963 0.175 0.002
DM_MDUP3 0.832 0.035 0.133
DM_MDUP4 0.934 0.139 0.164
DM_MDUM1 0.541 0.645 0.402
DM_MDUM2 0.934 0.190 0.240
DM_MDUM3 0.815 0.385 0.251
DM_BLUI1 0.923 0.282 0.156
DM_BLUI2 0.845 0.390 0.193
DM_BLUC 0.978 0.061 0.129
DM_BLUP3 0.843 0.073 0.295
DM_BLUP4 0.922 0.157 0.276
DM_BLUM1 0.478 0.854 0.015
DM_BLUM2 0.958 0.089 0.000
DM_BLUM3 0.964 0.082 0.034
DM_MDLI1 0.871 0.129 0.245
DM_MDLI21 0.873 0.086 0.390
DM_MDLC 0.885 0.345 0.030
DM_MDLP3 0.217 0.846 0.178
DM_MDLP4 0.877 0.342 0.031
DM_MDLM1 0.767 0.480 0.310
DM_MDLM2 0.954 0.197 0.130
DM_MDLM3 0.948 0.235 0.086
DM_BLLI1 0.909 0.031 0.257
DM_BLLI2 0.928 0.013 0.283
DM_BLLC 0.873 0.290 0.308
DM_BLLP3 0.902 0.007 0.390
DM_BLLP4 0.930 0.084 0.282
DM_BLLM1 0.684 0.656 0.032
DM_BLLM2 0.929 0.030 0.168
DM_BLLM3 0.929 0.152 0.172
Eigenvalue 23.766 3.702 1.569
Variance (%) 74.268 11.569 4.905
Total Variance 74.268 85.837 90.742
Note: Values in bold-face indicate strong loadings, that is, ≥j0.5j (see text
for details).
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4 | DISCUSSION
These results address the main objectives of this study, which for dis-
cussion are divided into three sections: (1) use of the DM-scaled data
to characterize hominin species; (2) application of TAS analysis and
Bayesian inference to assess how these data differ and distinguish
among species; (3) what the variation in relative tooth size indicates
about dental evolutionary trends, and why it has potential to elucidate
further the phylogeny of H. naledi and other hominins. Each point is
considered in turn.
4.1 | The data
From a practical standpoint, the DM-RAW scaled data hold several
advantages over discrete characters generally employed in hominin
research (Strait & Grine, 2004; Smith & Grine, 2008; Berger
et al., 2010; Irish et al., 2013; Dembo et al., 2015, 2016; Mongle
et al., 2019; also see coding issues in Scotland et al., 2003). Because
they are continuous, means based on multiple specimens are used
instead of ‘typical’ characters to represent a species. With a range of
standard statistical methods, missing data may also be estimated
(e.g., Kenyhercz & Passalacqua, 2016). An absence of empty cells in
the present data matrix undoubtedly is a factor in stronger node sup-
port than the prior Bayesian hominin trees (Dembo et al., 2015, 2016;
Mongle et al., 2019). Crown measurements are reasonably straightfor-
ward, and data comparatively unbiased among studies. Observer repli-
cability is a factor like all osteometric recording, but subjective
interpretation of characters is minimized. Digital 2D and 3D imaging
methods are even available to enhance precision (Baab et al., 2012;
Bernal, 2007; Braga, 2016; Gomez-Robles et al., 2013; Gomez-
Robles & Polly, 2012; Hemphill, 2016a; Kato & Ohno, 2009;
Mitteroecker & Gunz, 2009), though calipers (used for Table 1) return
analogous estimates of linear size and the heritability of phenotype
captured (Bernal, 2007; Hlusko et al., 2002).
Further, beyond simply reflecting relative size, the phylogenetic
signal is seemingly sufficient to recover reliable evolutionary relation-
ships (i.e., Figure 4). It could be argued that scaling of data in serially
homologous teeth, which act as a unit, make them less subject to
homoplasy than other morphological characters; contrarily, perhaps it
is independence of the incisors from posterior teeth (Hlusko &
Mahaney, 2009) that plays a role. Teeth are certainly less affected by
any purported homoiology (Lycett & Collard, 2005; von Cramon-
Taubadel, 2009). However, it is more likely related to the relatively
few taxa and/or their particular evolutionary pathways. Whatever the
explanation(s), the posterior probabilities indicate a single maximum a
posteriori tree for each model. Felsenstein (2004: 299) states that, “if
the data strongly constrain the trees, then we might find only a few
[or one]. … accounting for most of the probability in the posterior,”
but “if the data are fairly noisy, there might be millions of different
trees.”
On the other hand, longstanding phylogenetic guidelines advo-
cate that any utility attributed to the DM-scaled data is counterintui-
tive. Though derived from highly heritable crown dimensions, at least
in humans, it cannot be claimed that the data are independent
(Billet & Bardin, 2019; Gomez-Robles & Polly, 2012), especially within
the molar class (Evans et al., 2016; Kavanagh et al., 2007; Schroer &
Wood, 2015). However, this caveat applies to other morphological, as
F IGURE 3 Three-dimensional
ordination of retained principal
component scores for tooth size
apportionment (TSA) in the dentition
of H. naledi (HNA) and
12 comparative samples. Accounts for
90.7% of the total variance (74.2% on
PC1, 11.6% on PC2, and 4.9% on
PC3). AFA, A. afarensis;




HNE, H. neanderthalensis; HSN,
H. sapiens (North Africa); HSS,
H. sapiens (sub-Saharan Africa); PAN,
Pan troglodytes; PBO, P. boisei; PRO,
P. robustus. See text for
methodological details and
component descriptions
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well as genetic data (Wiens, 2001; O'Leary et al., 2013; Parins-
Fukuchi, 2018a; and above). Second, character number is limited com-
pared to the ‘super-matrices’ in some studies (Dembo et al., 2016;
Mongle et al., 2019; Strait & Grine, 2004), but this is more of an issue
with maximum parsimony (Wiens, 2004; Wiens & Hillis, 1996) than
Bayesian inference (Felsenstein, 2004: EC.Europa.EU, 2016; also
Scotland et al., 2003). Finally, perhaps more problematic, the data are
from a single anatomical region—the dental module. Characters from
one region may provide a different phylogeny than another
(Kay, 2015), so sampling across the skeleton is suggested (Dembo
et al., 2016; Kay, 2015). In any case, results dictate the usefulness of
data, as expanded upon in the next section.
4.2 | The analyses
As expected, TSA results (Table 3, Figure 3) emulate the prior study
for the same species (Irish et al., 2016). This technique was designed
for continuous odontometric data, so it yields expedient phenetic
affinities. However, it is also a useful bridge to phylogenetic inference.
The structure of the first component is highly phylogenetic and iden-
tifies the deepest node on a resulting tree, that is, that separating one
taxon from all others; the second component separates another taxon
from the rest, the third another taxon, and so on (Polly et al., 2013;
P. D. Polly, personal communication, 2021). Component loadings
(Table 3) quantify characters responsible for clade formation, while
the 3D plot (Figure 3) illustrates degrees of relationship interpretable
using a neighborhood approach (Guttman, 1954; Kruskal &
Wish, 1978). As such, the plot provides an indication of likely clades,
and samples inclined to shift—so-called wildcard taxa (Nixon &
Wheeler, 1992). For example, the potential for both Paranthropus spe-
cies to form a separate clade with the strict-clock model (SI
Figure S7), but nest with other australopiths under the dated relaxed-
clock model (Figure 4; also SI Figure S8) is apparent by their some-
what distinct location in a greater neighborhood of other
australopiths, early Homo, and H. naledi in Figure 3. Similarly, the prox-
imity of four sample pairs, P. boisei/P. robustus, H. naledi/H. habilis,
H. heidelbergensis/H. neanderthalensis, and both H. sapiens samples,
portends why all remain sister taxa across trees, regardless of model.
In brief, the first statistically uncorrelated variable,
a.k.a. component, identifies the differences in anterior and posterior
tooth size; the second, size in the molar class; and the third, shape var-
iation in three teeth. So the 32 scaled data were reduced to three
characters explaining >90% of the variance. The first two account for
86%, which is unsurprising given that phylogenetic correlation is
expected to contribute to high proportional variance on the first few
components; this correlation is needed when reconstructing a phylog-
eny (Polly et al., 2013; P. D. Polly, personal communication, 2021).
Other patterning is discernable as well, for example, the first compo-
nent additionally defines UM1 and LP3 shape variation (Table 3; SI
Figure S4). The second component reflects influence of the inhibitory
cascade (ICM) ( Evans et al., 2016; Kavanagh et al., 2007; Polly, 2007;
Halliday & Goswami, 2013; Schroer & Wood, 2015), here in both
isomeres. Postulating that the LM2 occlusal surface comprises a third
of total molar area (Evans et al., 2016; Kavanagh et al, 2007; Schroer &
Wood, 2015) (e.g., Figures 1 and 2), the ICM is considered valuable
for phylogenetic reconstruction, with M1 < M2 < M3 plesiomorphic
in hominins (Schroer & Wood, 2015). Yet, as above, crown areas are
F IGURE 4 Bayesian inference
phylogram from dated relaxed-clock
analysis based on gap-weighted, DM-
scaled data under an MKv model of
H. naledi and the 12 comparative samples,
with clade credibility values for internal
nodes included. Scale in millions of years.
This is the preferred topology for this
study. See text for details
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only crude estimates (Garn et al., 1977; Hemphill, 2016a), so more
information is represented in this component. Loadings for the DM-
scaled MD and BL dimensions suggest some shape differences for the
M2, M3, and, noticeably, LP3 (Table 3; SI Figure S5). The same goes
for the third component. Accounting for only 4.9% of the variance, its
moderate loadings (Table 3; SI Figure S6) imply that H. naledi and
H. habilis have relatively large UI1, UM1, and LI2 MD diameters. This
configuration is confirmed for these and other teeth in both species,
but only after comparing the 32 DM-scaled data between sample
pairs and plotting quotients (SI Figure S9). This is a key factor in differ-
entiating species (below). As a data reduction technique to visualize
phenetic variation, the components account for most, but not all phy-
logenetic signals. Thus, gap-weighted scaled data in Table 2 were used
for the phylogenetic analysis.
Overall tree topology does vary across Bayesian models (SI
Figures S7 and S8, Figure 4), but as expanded upon below, uniformity
in several clades indicates data-driven results. The same clades are
also credible as reported in earlier studies, H. naledi notwithstanding
(Berger et al., 2010; Dembo et al., 2015, 2016; Irish et al., 2013, 2014,
2016, 2018; Mongle et al., 2019; Smith & Grine, 2008; Strait
et al., 1997; Strait & Grine, 2004). Those in the strict-clock cladogram
(SI Figure S7) resemble the dendrogram clusters (SI Figure S3) for rea-
sons stated. Node support is high, but a polytomy is present, both
Paranthropus taxa form an outgroup, and H. ergaster and H. erectus
occupy separate clades. Also, at issue is H. habilis (and H. naledi), in a
clade with australopithecines rather than other Homo species. Relative
to this, the basic relaxed-clock model is favored by Bayes factors. Its
tree has greater node support and all australopiths comprise one clade
(SI Figure S8). However, it remains unresolved, some taxa shifted, and
the two main clades again divide H. ergaster and H. erectus. These
issues might suggest insufficient phylogenetic information
(Maddison, 1989; Nixon & Wheeler, 1992; Pol & Escapa, 2009; Pur-
vis & Garland, 1993). Potential factors are model inadequacy, com-
pression of information from the six character-state limit, and/or the
data describe nothing beyond the phylogenetic signal of relative
tooth size.
The final Bayesian analysis implies that gap-weighted data can
recover a plausible phylogenetic hypothesis—under an adequate
model. The dated relaxed-clock is strongly favored over the preceding
two models. It yielded a fully-resolved tree, very strong node support,
and a credible topology (Figure 4). Aside from H. naledi (i.e., Dembo
et al., 2016), the calibrated phylogram is congruent with those from
prior Bayesian inference (Dembo et al., 2015; Mongle et al., 2019),
and the preferred trees from maximum parsimony (Mongle
et al., 2019; Smith & Grine, 2008; Strait et al., 1997; Strait &
Grine, 2004). With this model any compromised signal from low state
number was likely improved by two factors. First, a relaxed-clock is
recommended for comparing different species, with a prior distribu-
tion of evolutionary rates that vary among the taxa and branches
(Felsenstein, 2004; Pybus, 2006). Second, the fossilized birth-death
prior promotes unrestricted variation in branch length. To illustrate,
an earlier dated relaxed-clock analysis using the default priors of equal
rates and uniform branch lengths, yielded a phylogram with highly
inaccurate branch variation relative to divergence times (SI
Figure S10); clades are identical to those from the basic relaxed clock
model, including the same two polytomies (SI Figure S8).
To test further the dated FBD model, Ardipithecus ramidus and
A. anamensis were added after the above analyses were completed
(not shown). Data are available for these species (details in SI
Table S4), but they do not meet the second criterion for original sam-
ple selection—multiple MD and BL measurements for all teeth. How-
ever, by adding these older species (4.5 and 4.2 Ma FAD, respectively;
Du et al., 2020) the branch length to the root was shortened; long
branch lengths can unduly bias locations of the remaining taxa
(Felsenstein, 2004). The resulting calibrated phylogram, presented in
Figure 5, is otherwise identical to Figure 4. Other than H. naledi it is
also fully congruent with prior studies, notably Dembo et al. (2016).
On these bases, the calibrated model yields the preferred a posteriori
hypothesis to explore relative tooth size variation in H. naledi and
other hominins, after first discussing the implications of the
uncalibrated results.
4.3 | The phylogenies of relative tooth size
Cladograms from the two uncalibrated Bayesian models are compara-
ble (SI Figures S7 and S8; also SI Figure S3), with exceptions noted.
Focusing on the favored of these two, the primary clades evident in
the basic relaxed-clock topology consist of: (1) P. robustus, P. boisei,
A. africanus, A. afarensis, H. habilis, H. ergaster, and H. naledi—all of
African origin and, other than the latter, the oldest species at 3.6–
1.9 Ma FAD, versus (2) the succeeding four Homo species of non-
African or recent origin, dating 1.8 Ma FAD to present. These are
incongruent with accepted phylogenies, but distinguish dental evolu-
tionary trends across both space and time, such as the inhibitory cas-
cade (ICM) (also see PC2 in Figure 3). Again, species in the first clade
are characterized by M1 < M2 < M3; those in the second trend
toward or exhibit the M1 > M2 > M3 gradient. But, as noted, size
based on molar crown areas is only part of the variation. If it is
assumed australopithecines are ancestral to the remaining species in
this study, two other trends are indicated. First, DM-scaled MD and
BL dimensions increased equivalently to yield relatively larger
postcanine teeth of P. robustus and P. boisei (Table 2, Figure 2). Sec-
ond, In H. habilis these teeth are generally reduced but, importantly, in
scaled BL size more than MD to result in relatively long, narrow poste-
rior teeth as described here. Additional teeth in the species show simi-
lar unequal reduction in scaled size (also PC3 in Figure 3). This pattern
is retained in the overall smaller teeth of H. ergaster, but intensified in
H. naledi, as detailed below. These trends may be gleaned from
Table 2, but are succinctly illustrated by plotting scaled dimensions of
the LM2 (Figure 6), that is, the central tooth of the molar ICM (also
see plots of between-sample quotients in SI Figure S9, as discussed
below). The three African Homo species all lie below the reference line
of the LM2 graph, with a long DM-scaled MD dimension relative to
BL. The remaining nine samples, on or above this line, have an LM2
ranging from relatively proportional to short and wide in shape.
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Numerous diet-related hypotheses have been proposed to
explain the postcanine megadontia of Paranthropus (overview in
Wood & Patterson, 2020), and the opposite in Homo, though most of
the latter consider extra oral processing of food rather than direct
consumption (overview in Veneziano et al., 2019). But what explains
the shape differences seen in more ancient African Homo versus non-
African and recent Homo species—most notably between H. ergaster
and H. erectus (before application of the calibrated FBD model)? Homo
erectus is characterized by (re)expansion of scaled BL dimensions rela-
tive to MD (Table 2), as again visualized using the LM2 (Figure 6).
Succeeding Homo species evidence a decrease in overall crown size,
but with more marked scaled MD reduction, to reach the extreme
seen in H. sapiens. This trend is evidenced by the location of the latter,
between H. erectus to the right along the reference line, and
H. neanderthalensis and H. heidelbergensis on the left—as characterized
by more equivalent reduction of the two scaled dimensions. Is it
indeed BL expansion in non-African H. erectus—from which the subse-
quent Homo species evolved? Or, despite contrary data (Table 2), is it
a more parsimonious explanation, that is, MD decrease from reduced
jaw size (Veneziano et al., 2019)? Further study into the reason(s)
F IGURE 6 Scatterplot of DM-
scaled MD and BL dimensions of the
LM2—central tooth of the Inhibitory
Cascade Model—with fit line at the
total as reference to summarize
relative postcanine tooth size
variation among the 12 hominin
samples. AFA, A. afarensis;
AFR, A. africanus; HEG, H. ergaster;
HER, H. erectus; HHA, H. habilis;
HHE, H. heidelbergensis;
HNE, H. neanderthalensis; HSN,
H. sapiens (North Africa); HSS,
H. sapiens (sub-Saharan Africa); PAN,
Pan troglodytes; PBO, P. boisei; PRO,
P. robustus. See text for details
F IGURE 5 Bayesian inference
phylogram from dated relaxed-clock
analysis based on gap-weighted, DM-
scaled data under an MKv model of
H. naledi, the 12 comparative samples,
plus Ardipithecus ramidus (4.5 ma FAD)
and A. anamensis (4.2 ma FAD) to further
test the model, and shorten branch length
to the root. Clade credibility values for
internal nodes are included. Scale in
millions of years. See text for details
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driving this trend, reported here for the first time, is warranted con-
cerning shifts in environment, diet, and/or behavior, to yield the denti-
tions of H. erectus and its descendants.
Turning to the preferred calibrated phylogram (Figure 4; also
Figure 5), the discussion now focuses on H. naledi. It seems that a
common supposition (Greshko, 2017), with minimal published sup-
port, is that the species is directly descended from African H. erectus
(i.e., H. ergaster). Yet, in the original article, Berger et al. (2015)
described only what was considered enough similarities with several
Homo species, including H. erectus, to warrant classification in the
genus. Using published craniometric data Thackeray (2015) agreed,
though he also found H. naledi to be most like H. habilis, and to a
lesser extent H. ergaster. Overall, prior comparisons of crania and
postcrania indicate H. naledi has Homo- and Australopithecus-like fea-
tures. Examples include a well-developed, arched supraorbital torus
separated from the vault by a continuous supra-toral sulcus like in
H. habilis and H. erectus, marked angular and occipital tori like
H. erectus, and some facial similarities to H. rudolfensis (Berger
et al., 2015; Hawks et al., 2017; Schroeder et al., 2017). Cranially, it is
nothing like recent Homo—seen in its endocranial morphology
(Holloway et al., 2018) and Australopithecus-like cranial capacity
(Garvin et al., 2017). In the postcrania, Homo-like traits include long
tibiae and gracile fibulae, muscle attachments that suggest a striding
gate, and modern features in the ankles, feet, and hands.
Australopithecus-like features include curved phalanges (also in
H. habilis), a wide lower thorax, ape-like arms, primitive pelvic mor-
phology, and the same for certain aspects of the femur (Berger
et al., 2015; Feuerriegel et al., 2017; Garvin et al., 2017; Harcourt-
Smith et al., 2015; Hawks et al., 2017; Kivell et al., 2015; Marchi
et al., 2017; VanSickle et al., 2018; Williams et al., 2016).
This mosaic of plesiomorphic, apomorphic, and apparent
autapomorphic characters affected the prior attempt at Bayesian
inference by Dembo et al. (2016). In their phylogram H. naledi is
nested within a clade of 11 Homo species and A. sediba, but its posi-
tion therein is ambiguous. The species cannot be excluded as a sister
taxon to any one of several clade members, including H. antecessor,
H. erectus/ergaster, H. habilis, H. floresiensis, and H. sapiens, among
others. Node support between H. naledi and a smaller clade containing
H. antecessor, H. sapiens, and the sister taxa H. heidelbergensis and
H. neanderthalensis, is only 36%. Other clade credibility values leading
to the latter node range between 21–54% (Dembo et al., 2016). A
phenetic comparison of dental morphological traits also found
H. naledi to group nearest H. habilis and H. ergaster; however, the
unique combinations and expressions of traits differ enough to sup-
port its taxonomic status as a separate species in the genus (Irish
et al., 2018). As well, the species' molar root metrics revealed similari-
ties with individual specimens of H. habilis (KNM-ER 1805), H. ergaster
(SK 15), and early Homo sp. (SK 45) (Kupczik et al., 2019).
Most recently, research into dental similarities of H. naledi with
other hominins has tacked toward Paranthropus. The deciduous man-
dibular canine and the first molars in both isomeres share apparent
derived traits with the latter genus, though features of the second
deciduous molars are Homo-like (Bailey et al., 2019). In a geometric
morphometric study of mandibular premolar enamel-dentine junctions
(EDJ), Davies et al. (2020) reported that the species is closest to
P. robustus in a PCA ordination of the first two components (73.7% of
variation) for LP3 shape. Homo habilis is plotted nearby, but other
specimens in the genus, including H. erectus and, in particular,
H. neanderthalensis and H. sapiens, are increasingly distinct. That said,
their third component (6.4% of the variation) of LP3 shape separates
H. naledi and P. robustus, as do analyses of LP4 EDJ morphology and
the centroid sizes of both premolars. From this, the authors maintain
that the suite of traits is distinguishable from other hominin speci-
mens in their analysis, including most early and later Homo species.
Cranial, dental, and postcranial features offer conflicting evidence
for the place of H. naledi in hominin evolution—though with enough
agreement to assign it to genus. Here, the DM-scaled data link the
species to H. habilis though, again, sample size must be considered.
Despite the method employed, both remain sister taxa with strong
node support of >75–90%. The latter value is from the dated relaxed-
clock phylogram in Figure 4; it reaches 94% in the expanded cali-
brated analysis with Ar. ramidus and A. anamensis (Figure 5). Of inter-
est, when not nested among older African-only species in the
uncalibrated trees (SI Figures S7 and S8; also Figure S3), it and
H. habilis are in a clade most proximate to them with the preferred
model.
Returning to how size is apportioned along dental rows, H. naledi
and other African Homo and Australopithecus species are characterized
by general uniformity relative to the extreme opposing patterns in Pan
troglodytes and Paranthropus (Tables 2 and 3, Figure 3 PC1). Contra
Pan, H. naledi has smaller anterior and larger posterior teeth. On an
individual basis, other than Pan's sectorial LP3, the teeth of H. naledi
also have relatively larger DM-scaled MD than BL diameters (SI
Figure S9(a)). A pattern contrary to highly derived P. robustus and
P. boisei would be expected in H. naledi, namely, larger anterior
and smaller posterior teeth. This pattern is evident, but enough scaled
dimensions are similar to Paranthropus, notably P. robustus (Table 2),
that exceptions occur. The UM1s are equivalent in relative size across
these species, as are DM-scaled MD dimensions of the UP3, UM2,
LM1, and LM2, and DM-scaled BL equivalents of the UI1, LI1, LC, and
LM3 (SI Figure S9(b,c)). Again, as with Pan, the H. naledi teeth are
comparatively longer in DM-scaled MD dimensions than, in this
instance, the buccolingually larger teeth of Paranthropus.
The apportionment of tooth size in H. naledi is most similar to that
of H. habilis and, to a lesser degree, A. africanus and A. afarensis. Other
than the general uniformity in DM-scaled anterior and posterior denti-
tion size, all share a strong M1 < M2 < M3 gradient relative to the
ICM (Schroer and Wood, 2015). As well, molars and several other
teeth are of similar relative size among the species. In fact, in ICM pro-
portions, Evans et al. (2016) found that H. habilis is more like the
australopiths than other early Homo species, which would not be
unexpected in a putatively basal member of the latter genus. This
finding prompted these authors to cite a paper suggesting the taxon
could be Australopithecus habilis (Wood & Collard, 1999). In any event,
a number of scaled dimensions distinguish H. naledi from the australo-
pithecines. The former has a noticeably smaller LC, but comparatively
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large scaled UI2, LI1, and LI2 MD dimensions —particularly in contrast
to A. africanus (SI Figure S9(d–f)). Though less marked than Pan (see
above), the scaled MD dimension of the H. naledi LP3 is also large ver-
sus the BL, as indicated by the associated loading in Table 3. Homo
naledi can be differentiated from H. habilis on these bases to some
extent, but their symplesiomorphies are more obvious. As indicated,
they are the only two species with an LP3 that is not wider (BL) than
it is long (MD) (Table 1). In fact, teeth in both species are characterized
by large DM-scaled MD dimensions relative to all australopiths
(Tables 2 and 3, Figure 3 PC2 and PC3). Beyond the shared molar size
gradient, H. naledi and H. habilis have long, narrow posterior teeth
noted above (also SI Figure S9(f)), unlike derived recent Homo with
mesiodistally reduced premolars and molars (SI Figure S9(g–l)). How-
ever, anterior teeth of the latter Homo species are relatively larger in
both isomeres, particularly the BL dimensions, than H. naledi or
H. habilis.
Based on these characters, which link H. naledi to the most
ancient Homo species included in the present study, H. naledi has a
plesiomorphic pattern of size apportionment. Of course, this inference
again assumes ancestry of Australopithecus to H. habilis, which in turn
is a basal member in its assigned genus. Other researchers made simi-
lar statements for alternate skeletal structures. Schroeder et al. (2017)
report that while certain cranial traits ally H. naledi with H. erectus,
those of the mandible are more like basal Homo. Holloway
et al. (2018:5741) state that “derived aspects of endocranial morphol-
ogy in H. naledi were likely present in the common ancestor of the
genus.” And, Davies et al. (2020) suggest that several derived morpho-
logical features of the premolars shared by H. naledi and [African]
H. erectus, are homoplastic, evolving independently in both from a
basal Homo condition like H. habilis. They conclude by proposing
“H. naledi represents a long surviving lineage that split from other
members of the genus Homo relatively early” (Davies
et al., 2020:13196.9). The present results support this inference and
others finding links to a common, and early, Homo condition. That
said, the phylogenetic place of H. naledi is clearly a work in progress.
More remains are being recovered, but of greater importance to
increase understanding is the discovery of specimens older than the
age of the Dinaledi chamber; as implied by the above findings, they
should be present. As/if more ancient H. naledi remains are found it
should be possible, ideally in combination with characters from multi-
ple anatomical regions, to discern just how long this potentially long
surviving lineage survived, alongside or in the shadow of several suc-
cessive hominin species, including H. sapiens.
5 | SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The DM_RAW correction from Jungers et al. (1995) was used to
equivalently scale 32 MD and BL measurements in H. naledi and
12 other Plio-Pleistocene and recent samples: A. africanus,
A. afarensis, P. robustus, P. boisei, H. habilis, H. ergaster, H. erectus,
H. heidelbergensis, H. neanderthalensis, two samples of H. sapiens, and
Pan troglodytes.
One aim was to provide further morphological characterization of
the recently discovered South African hominin. The DM-scaled data
were employed in an approach called TSA analysis to assess inter-
sample phenetic affinities (Irish et al., 2016). Then, after quantitative
coding, the 32 scaled characters were used in Bayesian inference. Yet,
whether 3D ordination or phylogenetic tree, and irrespective of
Bayesian priors, the comparability in several key clades implies data-
driven results. The results identify effects of presumed evolutionary
trends on relative tooth size across species, beyond that previously
reported. Then, using the relaxed-clock model to permit variation in
evolutionary rates and, importantly, gamma rates and fossilized birth-
death priors for unrestricted branch length variation, the final dated
analysis yielded a tree congruent with prior phylogenetic studies.
Under an appropriate Bayesian model the implication is that, beyond
reflecting information about relative tooth size, these data can
recover plausible evolutionary relationships.
With regard to H. naledi, the species forms a clade with H. habilis
as a sister taxon. It also shares similarities with older African species
that, based on published dates, range between 3.6 to 1.9 Ma FAD,
including: A. afarensis, A. africanus, H. habilis and H. ergaster. Homo
naledi (and H. habilis) is an outgroup to other potentially contempora-
neous Homo taxa, H. erectus, H. neanderthalensis, and H. sapiens, in
support of several recent studies based on comparisons of other skel-
etal features. Homo naledi has a plesiomorphic pattern of TSA, like the
oldest species in this study. This basal Homo condition implies that
the origin of H. naledi predates the 335–236 ka age of the Dinaledi
Chamber from which the original fossils were recovered (Dirks
et al., 2017). The species may indeed represent a long-lived side
branch in the genus Homo, perhaps rivaling H. habilis or another basal
species in age, while persisting until the advent of H. sapiens.
Finally, though limited to one anatomical region and lacking proof
of independence, the DM-scaled data, with an appropriate model,
warrant consideration for future hominin phylogenetic research. This
approach would preferably entail combining them with other quanti-
tative and/or more traditional discrete characters from multiple ana-
tomical regions to yield a larger character matrix. Moreover, DM-
scaled data are candidates for use in their original continuous form
(Table 2). Recent advances in probabilistic phylogenetics, notably
Bayesian inference, allow use of models, for example, Brownian
motion, capable of approximating evolution of continuous morpholog-
ical characters (Felsenstein, 2004; Parins-Fukuchi, 2018a, 2018b).
Beyond objective data recording as mentioned, continuous data do
not require the ordering of states, and should retain phylogenetic
information at much higher evolutionary rates than coded
characters—qualitative or quantitative—because they do not necessi-
tate compression into a limited number of states (Parins-
Fukuchi, 2018a, 2018b). Initial results using this approach with the
current dataset (Table 2) and hominin taxa appear promising; analyses
are ongoing.
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SI S1 | CLUSTER ANALYSIS USING UNWEIGHTED PAIR GROUP METHOD WITH ARITHMETIC 
MEAN (UPGMA) 
 
The UPGMA algorithm, a.k.a. average linkage (between groups), was used to produce the 
dendrograms described below. The method starts by considering each sample as an individual 
cluster. The two most similar clusters of 1-n samples are then combined based on the 
smallest average inter-sample distance between them. The process continues until one 
cluster results (Sokal and Sneath, 1963; Everitt, 1980; Aldenderfer and Blashfield, 1984; 
Romesburg, 1984). The program PAST 4.03 (Hammer et al., 2001) was used for the cluster 
analysis, and FigTree 1.1.4 for the dendrograms. 
 
The effect of DM_RAW size correction of the MD and BL measurements is demonstrated by 
submitting original (Table 1) and scaled values (Table 2) to separate UPGMA cluster analyses. 
With the former data, two large clusters are evident that, while indicating some likely links, 
e.g., H. heidelbergensis and H. neanderthalensis, and both H. sapiens samples, are based 
primarily on dentition size (SI Fig. S1). This determination is sustained by crown area graphs 
(Figs. 1-2), where ‘large’-toothed P. boisei, P. robustus, A. africanus, A. afarensis, H. habilis, 
and H. ergaster are on the top, and ‘small’-toothed H. naledi, H. erectus, H. heidelbergensis, 
H. neanderthalensis, Pan troglodytes, and H. sapiens at the bottom. This arbitrary large-small 
dichotomy is quantified by summing all crown areas by sample, where the former six range 
between 2483 and 1813 total mm2, and the latter six 1638 to 1154 mm2, as visualized in a  
bar graph (SI Fig. S2). In contrast, the UPGMA dendrogram of 32 DM-scaled values (SI Fig. S3) 
more closely follows generally accepted phylogenies, as discussed in the main text. Pan is 
separate from all other hominins, both Paranthropus species group together, and the other 
taxa group into two larger clusters; one contains the five most recent Homo samples (not 
including H. naledi), and the other cluster African-only species that, with one exception, date 
between 1.9 and 3.6 Ma. The exception is ~335–236 ka H. naledi, in a cluster with H. habilis 
after size scaling correction. 
SI TABLE S1 Homo erectus specimens from which published MD and BL data were compiled 
for the  present study (in Weidenreich, 1937, 1945; Wu and Chia, 1954; Jacob, 1973; 
Bermudez de Castro, 1986; Wood, 1991; Wu and Poirier, 1995; Kaifu et al., 2005; Zaim et al., 
2011; Xing et al., 2018) 
 
77 Ln001 PA 839 Tig 1993.05, Skull IX ZKD A1-Upp1 ZKD D2-38 
Bk 7905 S 7-10 Trinil 1 ZKD A2-2 ZKD D2-41 
Bpg 2001.04 S 7-27 Trinil 4 ZKD A2-54 ZKD D2-50 
Bs 9706 S 7-29 Trinil 5 ZKD A3-56 ZKD F1-25 
Casablanca S 7-30 Wushan ZKD A3-Upp2 ZKD F1-5 
Chenjiawo S 7-31 Wushan ZKD AN-517 ZKD F2-26 
Lantian S 7-32 Yuanmou ZKD AN-518 ZKD F2-27 
Njg 2005.05 S 7-35 Zdn Skull V ZKD AN-519 ZKD F2-30 
PA 66 S 7-37 Zdn Skull XI ZKD AN-520 ZKD F3-31 
PA 67 S 7-38 Zdn Skull XIII ZKD AN-521 ZKD F3-34 
PA 68 S 7-40 Zhoukoudian 104 ZKD B1-3 ZKD F3-37 
PA 69 S 7-53 Zhoukoudian 105 ZKD B1-63 ZKD F4-32 
PA 70 S 7-58 Zhoukoudian 133 ZKD B1-65 ZKD F4-33 
PA 110 S 7-8 Zhoukoudian 140 ZKD B1-66 ZKD F4-35 
PA 507 S 7-9 Zhoukoudian 142 ZKD B1-67 ZKD F4-36 
PA 523 S 7a,b,c Zhoukoudian 143 ZKD B1-80 ZKD G1-6 
PA 524 Sangiran 11 Zhoukoudian 144 ZKD B2-64 ZKD G1-60 
PA 525 Sangiran 15a Zhoukoudian 145 ZKD B3-9 ZKD G1-7 
PA 526, PA 527 Sangiran 15b Zhoukoudian 19 ZKD B4-75 ZKD H1-12 
PA 528 Sangiran 16 Zhoukoudian 25 ZKD B4-79 ZKD H1-15 
PA 529 Sangiran 17 Zhoukoudian 26 ZKD B5-77 ZKD H2-13 
PA 530 Sangiran 1b Zhoukoudian 27 ZKD C1-4 ZKD H2-14 
PA 531 Sangiran 21 Zhoukoudian 28 ZKD C1-48 ZKD H4-83 
PA 532 Sangiran 22 Zhoukoudian 32 ZKD C1-49 ZKD I1-88 
PA 533 Sangiran 27 Zhoukoudian 33 ZKD C2-29 ZKD I1-89 
PA 535 Sangiran 27 Zhoukoudian 39 ZKD C2-62 ZKD I1-PA87 
PA 634 Sangiran 4 Zhoukoudian 40 ZKD C3-45 ZKD K1-96 
PA 635 Sangiran 7-75 Zhoukoudian 41 ZKD C3-46 ZKD K2-97 
PA 636 Sangiran 8 Zhoukoudian 42 ZKD C3-47 ZKD L1-PA98 
PA 637 Sangiran 9 Zhoukoudian 77 ZKD C3-53 ZKD L2-PA99 
PA 684 Sb 8103 Zhoukoudian 78 ZKD C4-52 ZKD L4-302 
PA 831 Sb 8503 Zhoukoudian 86 ZKD D1-28 ZKD L4-304 
PA 832 Sh.y.003 Zhoukoudian 87 ZKD D1-39 ZKD L4-307 
PA 833 Sh.y.004 Zhoukoudian 88 ZKD D1-40 ZKD L4-309 
PA 834 Sh.y.005 Zhoukoudian 94 ZKD D1-42 ZKD M1-301 
PA 835 Sh.y.007 Zhoukoudian 95 ZKD D1-43  
PA 836 Sh.y.008 ZKD A1-1 ZKD D1-44  
PA 837 Sh.y.071 ZKD A1-57 ZKD D1-51  




SI TABLE S2 MrBayes parameters and settings/priors used for the three Bayesian inference clock analyses 
based on the DM-scaled quantitatively-coded data 
 
 Strict-clock Relaxed-clock Basic Relaxed-clock Dates FBD 
Parametera 
Ngen 1,000,000 2,000,000 3,000,000 
Rates Equal Equal Gamma 
Ngammacat   4 
Coding Variable Variable Variable 
Ctype Ordered Ordered Ordered 
Statefreqpr Dirichlet Dirichlet Dirichlet 
Shapepr   Exponential(10.00) 
Ratecorrpr   Uniform(-1.0,1.0) 
Symdirihyperpr Fixed(Infinity) Fixed(Infinity) Fixed(Infinity) 
Topologypr Uniform Constraints(hominins) Constraints(Pan,hominins) 
Brlenspr Clock:Uniform Clock:Uniform Clock:fossilization 
Treeagepr Gamma(1.0,1.0) Gamma(1.00,1.00)  
Speciationpr   Exponential(10.0) 
Extinctionpr   Beta(1.0,1.0) 
Fossilizationpr   Beta(1.0,1.0) 
SampleStrat   Random 
Sampleprob   1 
Nodeagepr Unconstrained Unconstrained Calibrated 
Clockratepr Fixed(1.0) Fixed(1.0) Normal(0.20,0.02) 
Clockvarpr Strict Igr Igr 
Igrvarpr  Exponential(10.0) Exponential(10.0) 
 




SI TABLE S3 MrBayes posterior means, effective sample sizes (ESS), and potential scale reduction factors (PSRF), along with 
the average standard deviation of split frequencies (SDSF) and marginal log-likelihoods for determining the favored model. 
 
 






















TL 25.30 1058.64 1.00 14.01 981.25 1.00 4.24 1712.58 1.00 
Alpha    5.26 2834.06 1.00 0.03 3187.40 1.00 
Prop ancfossil       0.41 564.29 1.00 
Net speciation       0.12 1220.21 1.00 
Relative extinction       0.84 1049.74 1.00 
Relative fossilization       0.38 1412.53 1.00 
Igrvar    0.57 1484.28 1.00 0.13 1707.16 1.00 
Clockrate       0.21 2740.83 1.00 
SDSF 0.005   0.007   0.007   






ss Ngen 10,000,000   20,000,000   30,000,000   
SI TABLE S4 Odontometric data for Ardipithecus ramidusa and Australopithecus anamensisb used in Bayesian inference to yield the phylogram in 
Figure 5 
 
Maxilla Mesiodistal dimensions Buccolingual dimensions 
 I1 I2 C P3 P4 M1 M2 M3 I1 I2 C P3 P4 M1 M2 M3 
Ar. ramidus                 
Raw 10.0 6.9 11.3 7.7 7.7 10.5 12.0 11.0 7.7 7.5 11.1 11.7 11.6 11.8 14.2 13.9 
DM-scaled 1.04 0.72 1.18 0.80 0.80 1.10 1.25 1.15 0.80 0.78 1.16 1.22 1.21 1.23 1.48 1.45 
Sample size 2 3 3 6 7 9 8 4 5 4 3 6 7 8 9 4 
A. anamensis                 
Raw 10.8 8.0 11.0 9.9 8.9 11.5 13.0 12.5 8.7 7.5 10.6 12.6 13.6 12.9 14.4 14.2 
DM-scaled 1.00 0.74 1.02 0.91 0.82 1.06 1.20 1.15 0.80 0.69 0.98 1.16 1.26 1.19 1.33 1.31 
Sample size 3 1 6 7 5 12 10 9 5 3 7 6 3 10 8 8 
 
Mandible 
Ar. ramidus                 
Raw 5.6 6.8 8.5 7.8 7.9 11.4 13.2 12.4 6.1 7.2 9.7 8.8 9.5 10.6 12.1 11.8 
DM-scaled 0.58 0.71 0.89 0.81 0.82 1.19 1.38 1.29 0.64 0.75 1.01 0.92 0.99 1.11 1.26 1.23 
Sample size 4 2 1 1 6 7 5 5 4 4 1 1 6 6 5 6 
A. anamensis                 
Raw 6.9 7.8 10.0 12.4 9.1 12.9 14.0 15.3 7.8 8.3 10.4 9.2 11.3 12.3 13.4 13.4 
DM-scaled 0.64 0.72 0.92 1.15 0.84 1.19 1.29 1.41 0.72 0.77 0.96 0.85 1.04 1.14 1.24 1.24 
Sample size 3 4 7 8 8 9 7 8 2 3 7 8 8 10 7 8 
 
aSummary data from Aramis in Suwa et al. (2009), except their nonstandard measurements were replaced with MD and BL dimensions from: 1) Semaw 
et al. (2005) for one Ar. Ramidus UC from Gona, and White et al. (1994) for two from Aramis; 2) Semaw at al. (2005) for one LC from Gona; and 3) 
Semaw et al. (2005) for one LP3 from Gona. 
 
bData from Ward et al. (2001, 2013) and White et al. (2006), except: 1) MD measurement of UI2 by JDI after determining KNM-KP 34725 J, originally 
identified as left LI2 fragment, actually refits with KNM-KP 34725 F to comprise a complete right UI2, and confirmed (Ward, personal communication, 
2020); and 2) estimates of standard MD and BL dimensions from nonstandard maximum and minimum LP3 measurements in Ward et al. (2001, 2013) 





SI FIGURE S1 UPGMA or Average linkage (between groups) cluster analysis dendrogram based on 32 uncorrected MD and BL dimensions of the 
maxillary and mandibular teeth in H. naledi and 12 comparative samples. See SI S1 and main text for details. 
 
 
SI FIGURE S2 Bar graph of summed crown areas from unscaled odontometric measurements [(MD x BL) x 16 total maxillary and mandibular 
teeth)] for all samples to illustrate dichotomy between ‘large’- (1813-2483 total mm2) and ‘small’-toothed (1154-1638 mm2) species responsible 




SI FIGURE S3  UPGMA or Average linkage (between groups) cluster analysis dendrogram based on 32 DM-scaled MD and BL dimensions of the 
maxillary and mandibular teeth in H. naledi and the 12 comparative samples. See SI S1 and main text for details. 
 
 
SI FIGURE S4 Graph of PCA loadings for the first component (74.3% of variance) from DM-corrected MD and BL dimensions of all teeth, from Table 3 




SI FIGURE S5 Graph of PCA loadings for the second component (11.6% of variance) from DM-corrected MD and BL dimensions of all teeth, from 
Table 3 in the main text. Bars illustrate those of most importance in driving sample location along the PC2-axis in Figure 3 of the main text. See the 
latter for details. 
 
 
SI FIGURE S6 Graph of PCA loadings for the third component (4.9% of variance) from DM-corrected MD and BL dimensions of all teeth, from Table 3 




SI FIGURE S7 Bayesian inference cladogram from strict-clock analysis based on gap-weighted, DM-scaled data under an MKv (standard discrete) 




SI FIGURE S8 Bayesian inference cladogram from basic relaxed-clock analysis based on gap-weighted, DM-scaled data under an MKv model of H. 















































SI FIGURE S9 Line plots of quotients between the dividends A) PAN, B) PBO, C) PRO, D) AFA, 
E) AFR, F) HHA, G) HEG, H) HER, I) HHE, J) HNE, K) HSS, L) HSN and the divisor HNA for the DM- 
scaled data, to visualize key characters in H. naledi relative to each comparative sample. Note 







SI FIGURE S10 Bayesian inference phylogram (2,000,000 generations) from dated relaxed-clock analysis with gap-weighted DM-scaled data under 
MKv model with clade credibility values. Default equal rates (not gamma) and uniform (not fossilized birth-death) branch lengths priors used. 
Note two polytomies and non-representative branch lengths relative to divergence times based on fossil dates. See main text for details. 
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